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Bow Styles

G

reat Plains Traditional Bow Company offers the

most complete line of traditional bows available today. Each

bow is hand crafted to the highest standards. From the selection of
beautiful woods to the last coat of finish, each step in the process of
building a Great Plains Bow is done with the greatest care. We have
spent many years developing our line of bows and as you can see they
are well designed and very beautiful.
Naturally, performance is number one in building a world class bow
and you can be assured that these bows shoot as good as they look.

Performance, smoothness of draw, stability...
• A bow that draws and opens smoothly
• Releases and remains stable
• Shoots a quicker, quieter, more accurate arrow
SR Swift

All of our bows are designed to give you top performance in each
of these categories. Each bow is hand tuned and tested as it is being
built so it will perform perfectly for you.

B-Model
Take Down Recurve

B-Model
One-Piece Recurve

One-Piece Long Curve

Traditional Longbow

Take Down
Longbow

Bill & Linda Forman

Texas Long Curve
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Kiowa
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SR Swift Series

T

he SR stands for “short riser” and Swift because it is swift. This
unique take down recurve is the most exciting bow in the Great
Plains lineup. Beautiful in design and style, it is exceptionally smooth
and blazing fast. The contoured Swift grip fits your hand perfectly for
total control and the offset sight window is center-shot allowing greater
accuracy for a wide range of arrows.
The sixteen inch riser allows the archer to have a shorter bow for
those tight places. The bow comes in 56”, 58”, and 60” lengths. The Swift
is built to the archer’s specified draw weight.
The SR Swift has proven to be the natural choice of a great fitting,
great shooting all around take down hunting bow. Available in either
right or left hand.
Material options and limb lengths:
Red River Gray—gray action wood and
red diamond wood wave with gray action
wood limbs
Cazador—Honduras rosewood and
cocobolo riser with limb choices of
bamboo or yew wood
Black Hawk—black phenolic, red
diamond wood wave and zebra wood
grip with flat grain zebra wood limbs
Rio Bravo—pauferro, black phenolic wave
and zebra wood grip riser with bacote
limbs
El Dorado—black phenolic, osage yellow
diamond wood wave and cocobolo grip
with black glass over bamboo core limbs
Palo Duro—solid cocobolo riser with
black phenolic wave with black walnut
limbs (not shown)
Each riser has contrasting wood,
phenolic and colored glass overlays.
Antler tips are optional.
Bow Length
56”
58”
60”
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Draw Lengths
24”—29”
24”—30”
24”—32”

Brace Height
8”— 8-1/4”
8”— 8-1/2”
8”— 8-1/2”
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B-Model Take Down Recurve

T

his beautifully crafted riser comes in many exotic and domestic
woods. We took the original take down riser and redesigned it with
an arched beam in the handle and an arched grip section along with the
Great Plains inlaid antique brass logo emblem. The riser of this bow is
nineteen inches long with a relieved radius shelf and rolled back window
which gives the archer perfect arrow clearance and flight.
These bows come in 58”, 60”, 62” and 64” lengths. An optional
twenty-three inch riser is also available for 66” and 68” bows. We build
each bow to the draw length the archer specifies.
Available in either right hand or left hand.

Material options and limb lengths:
Red River Gray—gray action wood
riser with gray action wood limbs
Rio Bravo—zebra wood and pauferro
riser with bacote limbs
Estacado—tiger wood and cocobolo
riser with birdseye maple limbs
Palo Duro—cocobolo riser with
black walnut limbs
Cazador—Honduras rosewood and
tiger maple riser with limb choice
of bamboo or yew wood
Wolf Creek—zebra wood and padauk
riser with zebra wood limbs (not
shown)
Each riser has contrasting wood,
phenolic and colored glass overlays.
Antler tips are optional.
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Bow Length
58”
60”
62”
64”
66”
68”

Draw Lengths
25”— 27”
26”— 29”
27”— 30”
28”— 30”
28”— 32”
28”— 34”

Brace Height
7-3/4”— 8-1/4”
8”— 8-3/8”
8-1/4”— 8-1/2”
8-1/4”— 8-1/2”
8-1/4”— 9”
8-1/4”— 9”
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Antler Tips
Available

B-Model One Piece Recurve

L

ike the take down recurve, we took the original one piece
recurve and redesigned it with an arched beam in the
handle and a set forward handle grip. The great instinctive
shooting bow shoots where the archer is pointing.
A 60 inch bow that is well suited for draw lengths from
24” to 30”, it is an ideal bow for both hunting and target
shooting all year round. It is both beautiful in design and hard
hitting in performance. Like all of our bows this bow comes
with the Great Plains inlaid antique brass logo emblem. This
bow is available in all of our great wood combinations.
Available in either right hand or left hand.

Material options and limb lengths:
Cazador—cocobolo arch and

Honduras rosewood riser with
your choice of bamboo or yew
wood limbs
Palo Duro—black phenolic arch and

cocobolo riser with black walnut
limbs
Red River Gray—black phenolic

Cazador with
Bamboo

arch and gray action wood riser
with gray action wood limbs

Cazador with
Yew Wood

Wolf Creek— black phenolic arch

and zebra wood riser with zebra
wood limbs
Rio Bravo—black phenolic arch and

bacote riser with bacote limbs
Each riser has contrasting wood,
phenolic and colored glass overlays.
Antler tips are optional.
Bow Length
60”
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Maximum Draw
24”— 30”

Brace Height
8”— 8-1/2”
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Antler Tips

Take Down Long Bows

I

f you are a longbow enthusiast needing a take down bow this is it. An
exceptional bow in every way, this bow breaks down into a very small
package with a 15 ½ inch riser. A great bow for traveling or packing in
to your favorite hunting ground or if you just want a longbow with more
mass. Like all of our bows the TD longbow is engineered for smoothness
and high performance. For a take down longbow this bow is built to be
trouble free and nearly indestructible.
Antler tips on all our longbows. All our risers have hand-sewn leather
grips and Alaskan seal skin window and shelf plate.
Available in either right hand or left hand.

Material options and limb lengths:
Cazador—black phenolic and
Honduras rosewood riser with
bamboo or yew wood limbs
Rio Bravo—black phenolic and bacote
riser with bacote limbs with osage
limb core
Osagian—(not shown) black phenolic
and cocobolo riser with osage limbs
El Dorado—(not shown) black phenolic
and cocobolo riser with black glass
over bamboo limb core
Texas Hunter Mesquite—(not shown)
black phenolic and mesquite riser
with mesquite limbs with bamboo
core

Bow Length
60”
62”
64”
66”
68”
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Draw Lengths
24” - 27”
26” - 29”
27” - 30”
27” - 31”
27” - 33”

Cazador with
Yew Wood

Cazador with
Bamboo

Brace Height
6-1/4” - 6-1/2”
6-1/4” - 6-1/2”
6-1/4” - 6-1/2”
6-1/2” - 6-3/4”
6-1/2” - 7”
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Texas Long Curve
Our 15 ½” inch take down longbow riser is used with recurve limbs
to make the Texas Long Curve. A hard hitting 1950’s style take
down recurve. Yes, you guessed it; you can have this same riser with
longbow and recurve limbs together in one package.
All our risers have hand sewn leather grips and Alaskan seal
skin window and shelf plates just like the take down longbows.
Antler tips are optional.
Available in either right hand or left hand.

Material options and limb lengths:
Osagian—black phenolic and
cocobolo riser with osage limbs
Cazador—black phenolic and
Honduras rosewood riser with
bamboo or yew wood limbs
Texas Hunter Mesquite—black
phenolic and mesquite riser with
mesquite limbs with bamboo core
Rio Bravo—black phenolic and
bacote riser with bacote limbs
with osage limb core
El Dorado—black phenolic and
cocobolo riser with black glass
over bamboo limb core (not
shown refer to longbow section
for color reference)

Bow Length
58”
62”
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Draw Lengths
24” - 28”
26” - 29”

Brace Height
7-1/4” - 7-3/4”
7-1/2” - 8-1/4”
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Antler Tips
Available

One Piece Long Curve

O

ur 1950’s style long curve has a longbow riser with recurve
limbs making it a sleek looking bow for the shooter who
wants a recurve bow but loves a longbow handle. A light weight,
quick handling, solid hunting bow with hand sewn buck skin
grips and optional antler tips makes this the bow you will want to
take to the woods. Antler tips are optional.
Available in either right hand or left hand.

Material options and limb lengths:
Cazador—cocobolo and Honduras
rosewood riser with bamboo or
yew wood limbs
Rio Bravo—pauferro and bacote
riser with bacote limbs
Texas Hunter Mesquite—cocobolo
and mesquite riser with mesquite
limbs
El Dorado—black phenolic and
cocobolo riser with black glass
over bamboo limb core (not
shown - refer to longbow section
for color reference)

Texas Hunter with
optional Antler
Thumb Grip

Osagian—osage and cocobolo riser
with osage limbs (not shown)
Antler thumb grip available.

Bow Length
60”
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Draw Lengths
24” - 30”

Brace Height
7-1/2” - 8”
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Traditional Longbows

Antler Tips

O

ur traditional style longbow is one of the sweetest, quickest longbows
you will ever shoot. The design today eliminates any hand shock
and allows you to shoot it as comfortably as any recurve. The mild reflexdeflex design with trapezoid limbs makes it a smooth drawing, fast shooting
old traditional style longbow.
The popularity of longbows today has exploded because it takes you back
to a time long ago when life was simple and your longbow was a great part
of your survival. Whatever your reason is for shooting a bow like this, you
will love it. This beautifully crafted bow comes with a hand sewn buck skin
grip, antler limb tips, seal skin window plate and shelf. Available in several
different material combinations.
Available in either right hand or left hand.
Material options and limb lengths:
Great Plainsman—red elm limbs with
cocobolo riser
Great Plainsman—cedar/red elm limbs
with cocobolo riser
Osagian—osage limbs with cocobolo
and osage riser

Cazador with
Yew Wood

Rio Bravo—bacote lamination and
osage core limbs with bacote and
pauferro riser

Cazador with
Bamboo

Texas Hunter—mesquite lamination
and bamboo core limbs with cocobolo
and mesquite riser
Cazador—bamboo or yew wood
limbs with cocobolo and Honduras
rosewood riser
El Dorado—bamboo limbs with
black glass with black phenolic and
cocobolo riser
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Bow Length
58”
60”
62”
64”
66”
68”

Draw Lengths
24” - 28-1/2””
24” - 29”
25” - 29-1/2”
26” - 30”
27” - 31”
27” - 33”

Brace Height
6-1/4”
6-1/4” - 6-3/8”
6-1/4” - 6-3/8”
6-1/4” - 6-1/2”
6-3/8” - 6-5/8”
6-3/8” - 6-3/4”
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Details make the difference...

Kiowa

A

more economical bow yet still a great
looking bow. The Kiowa has the same
limb design as the B-model recurve. A
bubinga riser with brown glass over maple
limbs makes this bow the perfect bow for
beginners as well as the seasoned hunter.
Available in either right hand or left hand.

Bow Length
60”
64”

Draw Lengths
24” - 30”
29” - 35”

Brace Height
8”-8-1/2””
8-1/4” - 9”

Care of your bow:
• Always use a bow stringer to string and unstring your
bow.
• Never dry-fire the bow.
• Store in a cool, dry place and avoid prolonged
exposure to excessive heat and moisture.
• If you leave the bow strung, hang bow horizontally.
• All Great Plains bows come with an eighteen month
warranty (original owner only, non-transferable).

Youth Model

O

ur Youth Bow is perfect for
that young archer. It is hand
built with attention to detail. It
has 52” amo set at 24”. The most
popular weight is 20# to 30#
at 24”. It is amazingly quick and
accurate.
An ideal first bow
for your young hunter.

When choosing your next bow I hope you will consider Great Plains. I realize
that one style of bow does not fit everyone, so over the years I have developed
several different styles. A combination of take downs in both recurve and
longbow; one piece recurves with regular recurve-type grips and the earlier
style recurve with a longbow grip; and always the popular deflex-reflex longbow.
Great Plains also offers many different woods, both domestic and exotic in a
variety of combinations.
Thanks for the look. Shoot straight.
Bill Forman
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314 W. Foster • Pampa, TX 79065
Tel (806) 665-5463 • Fax (806) 665-3035
www.greatplainsbow.com
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